Introduction
A widely used technique in industrial non destructive testing (NDT) application is X ray computed tomography (CT). While in medical imaging, classical methods based on back projection (BP) or algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) give satisfaction, in NDT applications, data acquiring constraints (limited projection angles) are such that these methods do not give satisfactory results. Very often then, there is a need for extra information and other kind of data to obtain satisfactory results. Data fusion is then an active area of research in these applications. In this work, we consider the X ray CT image reconstruction problem using two different kind of data: classical radiographic (projection) data and some geometrical informations such as partial knowledge of materials in some regions and/or the borders of these or some other regions.
The idea of using geometrical data in CT imaging is not new. Many works on the subject has been done before. See for example [l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 61. In [I] , the authors proposed methods for using regions borders from geometrical data in medical imaging and the authors in [2, 3, 5, 61 used the knowledge of some of regions materials. While the application in the first reference concerns medical imaging, the application in the second references concerns industrial NDT. But, combining both regions and borders informations from anatomic data is new. We give here some preliminary results simulating a fan beam CT problem in NDT testing of metallic layer shaped media (sandwich structures) such as those of aircraft control surfaces. These structures are such that we cannot have a full range of projection data and the reconstruction problem is a stiongly ill posed one due to limited-angle Radon transform null space. The authors in [3, 51 has also considered this problem, but the proposed method by these authors are based on projection on convex sets (POCS) which can not account for errors and extra knowledge as easily as in regularization or Bayesian estimation technique. This paper is organized as follows: First, the basics of the Bayesian approach for heterogenous data fusion is presented. Then, we focus on the fusion of X ray and geometrical data and give details of the proposed method. Finally, we present a few simulated experiences showing comparisons of the results using classical back-projection or filtered back-projection methods with those obtained by the proposed method either using or not the geometric data.
These results show the advantages of using geometric data when those data are exact and well registered with radiographic data. We also present some preliminary results showing the sensitivity of the proposed method to some errors in geometrical data due to imperfect registration and other uncertainties.
Bayesian approach for data fusion
Assume that we are observing an unknown quantity x through two different measurement systems and obtained two sets of data y and z. For example, consider a NDT application and a CT imaging system where x represents the image of absorption coefficients of the object under the test, y a set of X ray radiographes and z a set of echo-graphic data obtained using a laser or an ultrasound probing system. The X ray data are related to the inass density x of the matter while the ultrasound data are related to the acoustic reflectivity T of the matter which is more related to the changes of material mass density inside the object and gives more information on the edges of different homogeneous regions.
One approach proposed and used by the author [7] and by other collaborators Gautier et al. [8, 6 , 93 is based on a compound Markovian model where the body object o is assumed to be composed of three related quantities:
where x is a real valued vector representing the X ray attenuation coefficients in pixels, q is a binary vector representing the positions of the discontinuities (edges) in the body, a a vector containing the reflectivity values such that when qj = 0 then rj = aj = 0 and when qj = 1 then rj = a j . Note that, in principle, aj must be related in some way to changes of density, i.e. aj = g(xj+l -xj), where g can be any monotonic increasing function. But, in practice, it is not easy to account for this dependence in this way.
Using this model via a Bayesian estimation approach, we can write 0 = { Z , T ) = {x,q,al (2) and using the Bayes rule, we have
To illustrate this approach more in details, let make the following assumptions:
Conditional independence of y and z : Gaussian process for rlq or equivalently for alq:
Independence of x and a and a Markovian model for xlq: (7) Note that this hypothesis is not realistic, but it simplifies this introduction. Then, based on p(z,a,qly,z) 0: p(Ylx)P(zla)P(xla,q)p(alq)P(q) 0 First estimate only q using z and then estimate x using ; i and the data y:
Other schemes are possible [7] . In all these schemes, the detection steps (estimation of q) is very difficult and computationally demanding due to the need of marginalization and a combinatorial optimization algorithm. One way to take over this difficulty is to model the object only by ( T , x) without decomposing T in (q, a )
anymore. However, we must catch the pulse shape information of T (rj is almost always equal to zero in homogeneous regions and can take any real value in the borclers of these regions). This can be done through a better choice forp(r). Based on this remark, a more realistic solutions has been proposed in previous works [ 10,9,7,11] which is described briefly through the following scheme: n For the first part, with the assumptions made, we have comes up with the following criterion to optimize to find the an image f which will be the result of fusion of these P = argmax(p(r1r)) = argm;n{Jl(Tl.%)} When T estimated, we can determine either a binary valued q from it by using a threshold value s (e = 1, if lrjl < s and qj = 0 elsewhere), or a real valued q with q j E [0,1] by q j = Irj I/ max( Irj I) or any other practical solution. This real valued q can be considered as a blurred (or fuzzy) im-.age of borders and edges.
For the second part which is the estimation of x given y and G the following criterion has been used:
Note that, when the hyperparameters X1, A2 > 0 and 1 5 PI, PZ 5 2 and the data y and q, s and p are given, this criterion is a convex function of x . Then, its optimization can be done by any gradient based algorithm. In the following, we show the results obtained by this criterion for the following situations:
-when we do not have any geometrical data (q = p = 0);
-when we have only the map of borders q but no region data ( p = 0); -when we have only the map of regions (characterized by both s and ,U) but no other borders data (q = 0); -when we have both the borders q and regions maps (s, p ) .
-when we have both the borders q and regions maps (s, p )
but with some errors in those data to measure the sensitivity of the results to those errors. and P2 are fixed In the following, the hyperparameters either to 2 or to 1.1 and the two regularization parameters
We have recently tested the same proposed method in a 3 Fusion of geometric information and A2 are adjusted empirically.
and radiographic data
Here, we illustrate an application of the proposed method for the special case of limited angle CT imaging where we want to include some geometric information, such as partial knowledge of borders of different regions and/or partial knowledge of materials in specified regions of the body in the reconstruction method.
Using some partial knowledge of some regions borders can be considered as a special case of the previous example. Actually, in the second step of the proposed method in previous section, we were using the combination of the radiographic data y and q which can be considered as a geometrical (regions borders) data. Here we propose to add a new term to this criterion to include some partial knowledge about the values of pixels in some specified regions. Because this information may be partial and there may also be some uncertainty on it, we use again probabilistic approach and model this through a probability law medical imaging with a fan-beam geometry where we used anatomical data as complementary data.
A final remark concerns the adaptation of the criterion to 2D case where we may distinguish between horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges. In that case we may replace the second term A1 cj(l -qj)/zj+l -zjlB1 of the criterion (1 8) by the following:
where s is an image containing the attenuation constant val- regions for which we know the borders) and p an image indicating our degree of confidence about the knowledge of where hij, vij, qvij and vqij are, respectively, horizontal, values in those regions (0 when no knowledge and 1 when vertical, first diagonal and second diagonal map edges. The high confidence). Using this model and the discussions in corresponding parameters Ah, A,, Ah,, and A,h give the previous sections, the Bayesian MAP estimation approach possibility to balance their relative uncertainties.
Simulation experiments
The application concerned here is non destructive testing (NDT) of composite wide sandwich structures where we may have very limited angle projections. The reconstruction problem is then more ill conditioned than the case of where we can turn around the object under the test as is the case in medical imaging.
Here, we simulated a case where we can only position the X ray source in a very limited number of points on the upper side of the object under the test and simulated a fan-beam geometry, where for each position of the source, an array of 256 CCD element, in a fixed position at the lower side of the object, measures the amplitude of attenuated rays. We assume then that we know or we can measure the outside profile of the object using a pulse-echo technique using either ultrasound or a laser beam. Thus, we may know the exact outside profile and the thickness of the two external layers. Figure 2 shows this pulse-echo external profile measurement configuration. Figure 4 shows the reconstruction results by classical back-projection or filtered back-projection methods used in commercial scanners. As it is seen on this figure, these results are not satisfactory for the data gathering configuration we proposed where we are looking for a high resolution image (64 x 256) from a sinogram data which has only (11 x 256) data points (256 detectors and 11 source positions). We also give here two other results obtained by optimizing the criterion J(ZlY, q , s) = 1 1 9 -&412 + A1 -&+I -" J 2 (19) j once over Rn and the second over RY. In both cases, we used a simple gradient algorithm, but in the second case, we imposed the positivity constraint at each iteration. These results are significantly better than the classical backprojection methods thanks to regularization terms, but they need more computations (approximately two times more computations than a simple back-projection in each iteration). Obviously, fusion of more geometrical information results in more accurate results when the geometrical results are exact. From these numerical experiments, we also see that borders and edges information brings less information than the region values. This can be seen when comparing the results using only borders and edges (5.c) or only region values informations (5.d).
However, in practical applications, we need a first step of registration to bring the geometrical informations in the same frames of X ray radiographic data. In previous simulations, we assumed that this has been done, before starting the reconstruction.
In the following, we give some results to show the sensitivity of the results on some errors on the geometrical data. Here, we simulated the case where there is an error of about 12.5% on the thickness of the two external layers (1 pixel over 8). Figure 6 shows the results obtained with these errors in the geometrical data with the same conditions which are obtained the results of the figure 3. Comparing these results, we see that the degradations due to these errors are not so crucial if the regularization parameters A1 and AS are not too high. We can also remark that, errors on edges are less important than the errors on the region values. This can be understand, because, the information content of the region values are higher than the edges and borders.
There is however the possibilities to reduce these effects, by feedback iterating, i.e. by reestimating these geometrical data from the final reconstructions of the previous results and restarting the data fusion again from these new informations and we are working on it and probably we will present the results in the final paper. However, nothing can prove the convergence of such an iterative procedure.
In Fig. 7 we present the results for the same object with an additional default region inside the layered region to show the capability of the proposed method to detect such defaults. back-projection, d) filtered back-projection; e) quadratic regularization and f) quadratic regularization with positivity constraint; g) Results using known regions and h) Results using known borders; i) and j) Results using both regions and borders data for two different values of confidence for the regions values; k), l), m) and n) are the results equivalent to g), h) ,i) and j) but with errors in geometrical data. Finally, in Fig. 8 , we present the same results as in Fig.7 , but for a more favorable situation where we have more data (21 X ray projection data in place of 11). We can see that the reconstruction results are much better than those in Fig. 7 .
Future works
We propose the following extensions to this work: 0 The first is to replace the binary valued map of borders q by a real valued qj E [0,13 which will result to a more robust criterion against the errors in this map. 0 The second is to extend this work in 3D case.
0 The third and more important is to replace the criterion (1 8) by a more general one J(zIY,q,s,P) =Ilv -H1z1I2 We may report some of these results in the final paper. regularization and f) quadratic regularization with positivity constraint; g) Results using known regions and h) Results using known borders; i) and j) Results using both regions and borders data for two different values of confidence for the regions values; k), I), m) and n) are the results equivalent to g), h) ,i) and j) but with errors in geometrical data. These results are to be compared with those of Fig. 7 . with less X ray data (1 1 in Fig. 7 and 21 here).
Conclusions
We illustrated the feasibility of a Bayesian estimation approach for data fusion in a NDT application using computed tomography where we used some geometrical information to obtain better reconstruction results. We used two kind of geometrical information: partial knowledge of values in some regions and/or partial knowledge of the borders of some other regions. We showed the advantages of using such informations on increasing the quality of reconstructions. We also showed some results to analyze the effects of some errors in anatomic data on the reconstructed results.
